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WELCOME
What is the status of  your business? Are you stuck in a rut? Are you seeking something new? Does your 
studio just need some tweaking? Do you need some inspiration? or do you just need to wipe the slate clean 
and start all over?
 Join us for the 2015 CCSa Convention, august 21–24, in St. Charles, missouri, and “get your Business in 
the game.” This is going to be a convention to remember and to be a part of. Many have said that last year’s 
convention was the best ever, with the classes, exhibitors, auction, and more. but we are out to top last 
year’s and we want to bring you:

 B - Business        I - Inspiration       N - Networking        G - Growth         O - Opportunity

 The ccSA strives to make your life easier as a studio owner. in every decision we make and in planning our biggest event of  the year, we are 
always asking ourselves: Will this make our members better studio owners and will their business be better because of  what we offer?

 i am so excited about this year’s class lineup and i can tell you it is going to be hard to pick which ones to take. there will be over 72 classes 
to choose from. if  you are someone who needs to wipe the slate clean and start over you can begin with Jim Drummond and “Fire Yourself.” if  
you need to keep yourself  out of  trouble with copyright laws, you won’t want to miss Tammy browning-Smith of  browning-Smith, P.c. i suggest you 
bring someone with you or pair up with a fellow studio owner to divide and concur. registration will open on June 4, so start planning now so you 
don’t miss what will be a game-changer in your business.
 tHanK you! after all that rambling about convention (can you tell i’m excited?), i just want to say thank you for being a member of  the CCSa. 
We are a great organization that is made up of  wonderful people who are open to change and to sharing ideas and want the best for one an-
other’s studios and the industry as a whole. So much of  the success is because of  the members who donate their time and talents to make things 
possible. So ThAnk You for being part of  the ccSA.

See you in August!

Dena Pearlman
Executive Director

Dear ccSA Members, 

it’s time. As President, i had to do it at some point. i have to do a cALL ouT to our members—not a ShouT 
ouT but a cALL ouT. because it’s that time of  year. Time to “face the music,” “take a stand,” “throw down the gauntlet” . . . well, not really, 
but it is time to gather together as members. Time to exercise your “ceramic civic duty” to vote for our next board of  Director positions! our 
annual elections are fast approaching. voting is your right, your duty, your opportunity to exercise one of  the most important aspects of  your 
membership. We have some very qualified, excited, and energetic members who have volunteered their time to participate on the board. i applaud 
those who are taking an initiative and publicly committing their time and ideas to help guide the ccSA to bigger and better things. i also applaud 
those members who take the time vote. it’s your chance to voice who you would like to represent You as a member. it’s a fact that not everyone 
wants to be a “voice” on the board. it’s also a fact that by participating in the annual election, you can help elect someone who will represent your 
“voice” as a member. So please take the time to read the bios of  those on the ballot, ask questions, and most importantly, vote.
 So as we look to elections and new members, as a board Member, i also have to say good-bye and a very heartfelt thank you to board 
Members who are rolling off: katie Yallaly, Amarilys barnett, and Emily rhodes. Your commitment, enthusiasm, and ideas have contributed to the 
strength and accomplishments of  our current board. This board has made great strides in taking the ccSA to the next level. it wasn’t just the 
good deeds of  one but the hard work and success of  the whole group. So as some board members say good-bye as Directors at convention, i am 
equally excited to welcome the future Directors of  the ccSA. My goal is that everyone hears my cALL ouT and votes! And thank you!

Sincerely,

Wendy Pettys
ccSA board President
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IMPORTANT DATES:
 c may 1: Look for candidate information in CCSa newsletter
 c may 10: Last day to submit candidate application
 c may 13: election ballots sent via email
 c may 26: Last day to vote! (election ends at midnight pSt.)
 c June newsletter: Election results announced
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“Bingo—it’s Convention!”
get Your Business in the game

UP FRONT

Each year convention brings fresh inspiration to our studios. As business 
owners, we always have new things to learn. convention allows us to enjoy 
a few days of focusing on our business instead of our business focusing 
on us. We network with other studio owners, meet up with old friends, and 
make new friends. We learn about new trends, new ideas, new techniques, 
and what works and what doesn’t for other studio owners.
        registration opens June 4 so get your business in the game! the 
game of  winning, the game of  growth, the game of  being in the know, 
and the game of  having fun while you do it. volunteering helps, too—it 
takes very many hands to put this “game” on, and when you lend 
yours you get even more benefit from the convention experience.
        Talking with other studio owners quickly showed me the benefits 
of  convention. it was one of  the first things i started saving money for 
after purchasing my studio over 8 years ago. When i got home after my 
first convention, my head was spinning—in a good way. That level of  
inspiration carried me until the next convention. My mile-long to-do list 
was full of  great new ideas to implement in my studio. i wasn’t home a 
day before i realized that what i had learned would earn me back every 
penny of  the money i spent to attend convention. Who wouldn’t want 
that, and a nice getaway too?

        convention also has 
a mentoring program 
that matches first-time 
convention goers with 
seasoned studio owners 
to learn the ropes, eat 
meals with, and sit in 
classes together. i was a 
mentor in 2014 and my 
mentee and i became 
fast friends. We had such 
fun and i was able to 
see convention from her 
“newbie” eyes, which was 
a learning experience 

for me. i made some other great new friends as well and am always 
amazed at the level of  sharing in our industry. once again we’ll have 
a new member mixer for first-time attendees and a member mixer 
with a local food truck. These are a terrific way to mingle at the 
beginning of convention.
        of  course, the great Shapes silent auction along with the 
raffle and golden Ticket will be back, and proceeds will again ben-
efit St. Jude children’s research hospital. The ccSA board thought 
it would be fun to revisit the original “great Shapes” concept from 

C
by Tracy Schultz, creative License, hartford, Wisconsin

convention is just around the corner! get your dabbers and lucky charms ready—and your creative self—and head to St. charles 
missouri, august 21–24, for four days of  Bingo!

the early years of  
the auction and ask 
everyone to contribute 
a donation piece that 
is made only of  plates/
platters. This means 
the possibilities include 
not only a straightfor-
ward bisque piece, but 
could also encompass 
glass or hand-built 
items, as well as tiered 
stands or any other 

BuSineSS  •  inSpirAtion  •  networking  •  growth  •  opportunitY

get Your BuSineSS in the gAme

items constructed from plates and/or platters.
        This year’s theme will be bingo/gAMES. Everyone is encouraged 
to dress up for our big auction event, so get those costumes ready! 
come dressed like a crazy bingo lady, a game show host, or maybe a 
game piece. And to top off  the evening’s entertainment, comic Julie 
Scoggins will be joining us for a return engagement!

        convention is a way to 
recharge your batteries, join 
other studios in conversation, and 
share all the secrets, frustrations, 
and happy stories of  your life as 
a studio owner. Don’t miss this 
opportunity—it’s a game where 
everyone is a winner! 
       See you in St. charles! 
b-i-n-g-o! e



KiLN 
GOddEss 
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N
SchEDulE YOuR TIME
Make a schedule for where and how you will 
spend your workday, from when you’ll be in 
the studio to when you’ll work on payroll. Take 
cues from successful people: schedule time for 
the essentials in life—family, friends, exercise, 
relaxation, and the like.

BE INTENTIONAl wITh YOuR TIME 
i’ve always liked the fact that i’m a multitasker; 
in fact, i work better under pressure. however, 
just because we can, doesn’t mean we have 
to—not all the time at least. When spending 
time with family, be present. Turn off  the phone 
and don’t check your email for a while. Allowing 
yourself  to be present lets you to have better 
quality time away from work. remember to work 
to live, not the opposite. As work-life balance 
expert Paul M. White explains, “Time is more 
valuable than money,” because while “we can 
always earn more money, the hands of time, 
once spent, are gone forever.”

BE QuIET
Silence your mind and just “be” so you can 
clear your mind. i’m able to figure out specific 
ideas when i just sit and let my mind wander. i 
take after my mom, who would figure out how 
to balance her bank statement while she slept.

FOcuS 
Stay focused on tasks that matter. Make a list 
of goals to manage your time, and that of your 
staff. Delegate tasks you don’t enjoy, or do that 
tough job first to get it out of the way. The sense 
of accomplishment will keep you moving. Prac-
tice the art of doing one thing well as opposed 
to doing ten things with mediocrity in a rush.

SAY NO
Practice saying no. i read about a family who 
a set date just for themselves. When asked to 
do something during that time, they always 
answered, “no, that’s family time.” Make time to 

how to own a Studio...
and have a life
by crista Toler, Studio Market coordinator, Mayco colors

“never get so busy living that you forget to make a life.” This quote stuck with me through-
out my days of  studio ownership. As the product of  a family business, and one who has 
seen the effects of  workaholism and also wise choices, i’m passionate about helping oth-
ers achieve balance in their lives. here are some ideas that helped me.

 
Do You Know what You Know?
in the previous issue, i discussed how 
often we don’t know what we know for this 
industry, and encouraged studio owners to 
learn as much as they can about the way 
things work.
      but we also need to focus on what we 
do know. We have a world of  information 
about our stores—and no one knows your 
store like you do—but now is the time to 
focus on what you know and how well you 
know it.
      it’s hard to say what we are good at, 
especially since we’re told to never brag. 
if  it helps, start making a list of  the things 
your store does well. Everything—dis-
plays, customer service, birthday parties. 
And now i’ll tell you a secret: that’s prob-
ably what You are good at. Your store is 
generally a reflection of  you.
      Are you good at custom painting? 
Marketing? Do you have the best window 
displays? These are all things that custom-
ers are going to notice and that will draw 
them back again and again.
      What about your policies and proce-
dures? if  you have the best-run kiln room 
around, that’s something to be proud of! 
how you handle the “back of  the house” 
business is just as important as what 
customers actually see, and maybe even 
more important. What you don’t ever want 
is for customers to realize when things 
have gone awry.
      now that you’re thinking about what 
you’re good at, think about how you can 
share this information! This industry rises 
together, so telling other studio owners 
what you are happy about, what you’ve 
discovered, what you’ve simplified—these 
help us all.
      george bernard Shaw once said, “if  
you have an apple and i have an apple and 
we exchange these apples then you and 
i will still each have one apple. but if  you 
have an idea and i have an idea and we 
exchange these ideas, then each of  us will 
have two ideas.” This is great advice, and 
a good way to run your business. e

BUsiNEss sENsE

nurture your relationships; this helps you grow 
close to one another and build that bond of  
support in all seasons of life and business. This 
tip also applies to agreeing to do things that you 
don’t really want to do or spending time with 
people who don’t lift you up and encourage you.

RElAx
Take a break to create. it feels good to be 
creative. Stop talking and just do it, even if  it’s 
something small. remind yourself  why people 
love your studio. (Hint: it’s because of your cre-
ative spirit.) take a class, learn a new skill, try a 
new sport or activity. get out and have fun.

chANNEl hAPPINESS
being a business owner is one of the best 
jobs in the world, especially in the PYoP world. 
Embrace the joy of owning your own business 
and relish the freedom of doing what you love 
for a living. And just as important, let your staff  
know how much you appreciate them. happy 
employees = happy employer.

AchIEvE wORK/lIFE BAlANcE
This is one of  the most difficult things to ac-
complish if  you don’t plan, organize, and allow 
for flexibility. Things come up and we must 
adjust accordingly, but setting priorities and 
managing your obligations will help keep you 
moving in the right direction.
 quality of  life is most important. Living in 
an overstressed world, with no time for what 
matters most, can drag even the strongest 
down. When i owned my studio i would often 
find myself  so wrapped up in the business 
that i forgot what made me happy outside 
work. What did i like to do? once i put more 
time to hang with my family — and more time 
for me — i realized that making time to build 
my life, as well as my business, were keys 
to true happiness and balance. As another 
anonymous advice giver said, “Do what you 
love, love what you do.” e
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www.bisqueimports.com
https://www.facebook.com/bisqueimports
https://www.youtube.com/user/BisqueImports
https://www.pinterest.com/bisqueimports/
https://instagram.com/bisqueimports/


S
 Art play is another key look and activity for summer. kids’ doodles, 
bold brushstrokes, organic polka dots, random splashes of  color, and a 
bright hot palette encourage personal expression and creativity. From 
tabletop to wearables, neon accents add vibrant pops of  color made 
even more dramatic with the addition of  black and white elements.
 Scratchy illustrations and naïve sketching have a child-like appeal. 
Stylized animal characters in black outlines take on an almost cartoon 
quality. handwriting and scrawled sentiments add further personalization 
and can be found on outdoor banners, garden walls, and table decor.
 Mix clashing prints and patterns for an unexpected combination 
of  drama and color. An example of  this is oversized florals paired with 
a geometric print. Prints and patterns have been such a strong look in 
past seasons that mixing clashing pattern styles and crazy hues may 
be a way to extend the lifespan of  the mix and match trend.
 Tropical fever is here to stay. Fruit and fauna come in bold graphics 
and juicy hues. Perfect for indoor and outdoor settings, tropical motifs lend 
festive fun. Sliced watermelon, whole pineapples, palm fronds, and kiwi 
slices add color and playfulness to any summer party. This trend perfectly 
complements the nautical trend. Tropical critters include exotic birds 
(toucans, flamingos, and parrots) butterflies, fish, and rainforest animals.

hMM . . . NOw whAT TO DO wITh ThIS NEwFOuND TREND 
KNOwlEDGE?
offer Meet & Make parties at your studio. This artisanal gathering com-
bines making art with socializing. Friends come together to enjoy each 
other’s company and to learn a new skill—taught by you and based on 
one of  these trends.
 have a not-just-for-kids Paint Your Pet event and invite customers 
to paint their favorite pet or exotic animal on the Duncan bisque Animal 
Plate. it’s easy to achieve great results with this uniquely shaped plate. 
And for an altruistic component, offer to donate some of  your proceeds 
to a local animal shelter.
 now that the days are longer, open early for a breakfast-themed 
event with a create Your own cereal bowl project. Perhaps do this 
several times over the summer for a summer-only breakfast club!
 create and display several table settings or vignettes based on 
these trends that give customers an idea how to incorporate them into 
their summer parties and events. e

iLoveTocreate®, a Duncan Enterprises company, conducted research to compile the 
information contained in this article. Trend research is used in the development of  all 
Duncan® ceramic Arts products.
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Summer 2015 trends
by Jennifer blevins, consumer Trends Specialist, iLoveTocreate®, a Duncan Enterprises company

Summer is a time filled with outdoor activities, events, and celebrations with family and good friends. it’s also a time to relax and refresh, 
a time to play and create. The warm weather brings exciting opportunities to make and share artful experiences with your customers. 
here’s what you need to know to make you an expert on summer trends.

TRENd FLAsH

red, White, and blue is a key palette for summer, driven by inde-
pendence Day celebrations and nautical-themed decor. Patriotism 
is expressed with sun-bleached flags and weathered stars, while 
navy stripes and nautical motifs are a summer classic. ropes, knots, 
lobsters, and anchors come in simplified one-color motifs and repeat 
patterns inspired by relaxed beach house decor.
 Water settings from the swimming pool to the lake and the beach 
inspire many trends this season. inky blues, watercolor washes, and 
tie-dye finishes have an artisan look. imperfect patterns, ink blots, and 
bleeding colors are found on textiles and for the table.
 Succulents and grasses become the new centerpieces for the 
table. bright yellow and orange evoke a sun-bleached mood of  faded 
color and long summer days. Daisies accentuate indoor and outdoor 
table decor as centerpieces, fresh garlands, and food decor.

duncan bisque animal plate (33437) painted with duncan Concepts.
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Dynamic Displays
ON THE ROAd

uSE uNExPEcTED ElEMENTS
incorporate objects of  all kinds in your displays, not just bisque. kaylin 
brady of  Joe Picasso’s in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, says, “Props that 
suggest an experience instead of  samples work well. 
right now, next to our displayed canvas painting, are 
two wine glasses that suggest, ‘bring a friend and a 
bottle of  wine.’” Selling an experience both in your 
classes and by staging a suggestion of  the long-
term use of  their pottery can enhance a customer’s 
desire to make a purchase. At go van gogh, we have 
laid out rolling pins next to bisque pie plates, placed 
plastic food props onto serving items, and have 
incorporated different fake plants into our pots and vases. Scan the 
sale area of  the housewares aisle for new ideas and inexpensive props 
to upgrade your display without breaking the bank.

cOlOR, cOlOR, cOlOR
no matter what your display theme, chances are you have a color 
palette for that season or motif  that you are working with. Aside from 

the colors used in your sample pieces, laying out 
dollar store tablecloths, filling bisque bowls with 
colorful shredded paper, or using acrylic paint on 
your windows are all simple ways to add pops of  
color to tie your display together. on the subject 
of  color, kaylin from Joe Picasso’s also suggests 
changing up your palette regularly. “one week go 
for monochromatic, the next week rainbow, and the 
week after that black and white.”

DON’T OvERlOOK ANY AREA
Just because you don’t have huge front windows does not mean you 
can’t have amazing displays in your store! Wendy Pettys from The Pottery 

C
by Emily Sacharow, go van gogh, Palm beach gardens, Florida

Creating window displays was a new concept for go van gogh after taking a few classes on visual merchandising at Convention 2013. 
of course, we always tried to find ways to decorate seasonally and had bisque appropriate to upcoming holidays, but we weren’t really 
considering the benefit of  a fully staged display until the last few years. now, coming up with fresh displays is one of  the most exciting 
and challenging parts of  our monthly routine. For this edition of  on the road, i took stock of  what other ccSA members were doing in 
their studios to bring you the best advice from our community.

JUsT BECAUsE yOU 
dON’T HAvE HUGE 

FRONT WiNdOWs dOEs 
NOT MEAN yOU CAN’T 

HAvE AMAziNG disPLAys 
iN yOUR sTORE! 
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Patch in valrico, Florida, uses space above her shelving to rotate small 
seasonal vignettes. “The key to the vignettes is to make sure it looks like 
a small display and not just stuff  thrown up on the shelf  with no purpose. 
use the elements of a good display, vary heights, add some unexpected 
features (usually non-pottery pieces), and use colors well.” Wendy even 
has pottery displayed in her bathroom! She also recommends utilizing 
your checkout area. “We use the back space to advertise upcoming 
events and projects on a cute painted chalkboard with shelves above.”

wORK wITh whAT YOu hAvE
Looking at the setup in other stores can get frustrating if  your store 
layout doesn’t line up with what you’re trying to accomplish. i often pine 
for a speed bump in our studio, but our floor plan just doesn’t quite allow 
for it. katie Yallaly from Doing Dishes in Jacksonville, Florida, advises 
against beating yourself  up too much comparing apples to oranges. “i 
have three stores with three very different windows. i think you just have 
to find what works best for your windows. one of my stores has very 
small windows and all the surrounding stores have large windows with 
large window display budgets. We do the best with what we have.”

GAThER INSPIRATION
inspiration for your displays can be based on seasons, holidays, trends 
in pop culture, showcasing events you offer, or even highlighting certain 
techniques. When in need of an in-between-seasons display idea, Sarah 
kelleher Ewertowski from Pottery Piazza in Plainville, connecticut, made a 
display exclusively highlighting her hand-thrown italian bisque as well as 
specialty glazes—a refreshing change from displays solely dedicated to 
holidays! keep a running list of  ideas that you can turn to the next time 
you want to revamp a display area in your store and set dates to remind 
yourself  when it’s time to turn over the display area for something new. 
The ccSA Marketing calendar is a great resource with helpful reminders 
about when to order specific holiday pieces and make sure you check out 
each issue’s “Trend Flash” with Jennifer blevins from iLoveTocreate to 
see what’s trending with your customers. e

Abover Left: These awesome palm trees are made from brown paper and a green tablecloth. Above 
right: Displays needn’t be just for holidays or seasons. This arrangement showcases italian bisque and 
specialty glazes. (Sarah Kelleher ewertowski, pottery piazza, plainville, Connecticut)

A variety of  heights adds dimension to your displays. And glitter always attracts atten-
tion! (robin and Julie Cates, on the pot, Salina, Kansas)

You don’t need a ton of  product to create an intriguing display. Try showcasing smaller 
groupings in a festive setting. (Katie yallaly, doing dishes, Jacksonville, Florida) 

This spooky arrangement incorporates paper elements, a vintage 
easel, faux flowers, real pumpkins, and, of  course, spider webs! 
(Kevin and Kaylin Brady, Joe picasso’s, Fort Lauderdale, Florida)
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Studies confirm that email is a valuable marketing tool for reaching 
customers. A recent Mckinsey study notes that five times as many 
people are on email than are on other social media, and that email is 
40 times more effective than Facebook and twitter 
combined at getting new customers. And email is 
still growing at a rate of  7% a year.
      As with anything we spend our time and money 
on, studio owners want to know that we are getting 
the best return we can on our efforts. So here are 
some tips from the experts on how to get the most 
from your emails.
      remember that email is social media—it should 
work together with your other social media efforts. As ron cates of con-
stant contact points out, “in constant contact, when someone receives 
your email there is a button they can press to share it with their network. 
Why is this important? Because 84% of users trust something they get 

from someone in their network.”
      Subject lines matter. 35% of recipients take action based on the sub-
ject line. The best subject lines are short. christian kratsas of Snapretail 

advises keeping your subject line to 45 characters or 
fewer to get the best open rate. Make your subject 
line actionable. Things like “join us for . . .” or “create 
your own . . .” use power words in your subject line. 
Free, special, save, and offer are examples of words 
that capture your customer’s attention. As Liz bolen 
of Snapretail noted in a recent webinar, “check out 
our new (improved) website!” is a better subject line 
than “it’s finally here!”

      Another reason to keep your subject line short is that more than half  
of your customers read their emails on mobile devices, which means your 
subject line may be truncated after just 20–30 characters. So put your 
call to Action upfront. And don’t forget to test your email on a smartphone 
before you broadcast it.
    
A FEw OThER TIPS FROM lIz ABOuT SuBjEcT lINES:
 c use popular culture. According to retention Science, a marketing 
consulting firm, subject lines referencing movies or songs were opened 26% 
of the time, while emails with more traditional subject lines were opened 
16% of the time. try tying into local pop culture by referencing a new 
restaurant or a sports team or event. consider a national tie-in. Liz provided 
an example: “as seen on Shark tank. plus your 20% off online offer is 
waiting.” Though a little long, it will still work if shortened by smartphones, 
plus it’s chock full of power words, pop culture references, and action.
 c keep your email short, too. or if you’re like me and can’t imagine 
not sharing everything, go big on photos and short on words. People love 
pictures and will be more forgiving of a long email if  it is mostly photos. re-
member, you can embed a link to your website in a photo, so someone who 
likes a photo will click on it and be taken to your site—preferably, the page 
where they can sign up for class, camp, or another event you have planned.
how often should you send emails? if  you currently send once a month, 
try sending twice a month. See how this impacts your open rate. Mix it 
up: not all emails have to be long. An information-rich email followed 
a couple of  weeks later by a project email may prove to be a good 
combination for your audience by keeping you top of  mind but not 
overwhelming recipients with “buy me” messages.
      remember that your email marketing is part of  your brand. it 
should reflect well on you as a business person, as a creative person, 
as a community member, and as a facilitator of  fun. Let your love for 
your business come through in your email.
      Finally, don’t be afraid to try new things to see what results they 
bring you. remember the tips above, but remember, too, that no one 
knows your business or your customers as well as you do. You know 
what they want to know, so go ahead and tell them. e

email and Your Studio: perfect together
MARKETiNG TiPs

by Jacqui hauser, The Studio for Art and craft, cobleskill, new York

M
REMEMBER THAT EMAiL 

is sOCiAL MEdiA —
iT sHOULd WORK 
TOGETHER WiTH 

yOUR OTHER sOCiAL 
MEdiA EFFORTs. 

Most studios send out periodic emails to their customers with information on upcoming events, specials, classes, and other news. Email 
is a great tool to market to our regular customers, new customers, customers who have not visited us in a while, and—if  you’re really 
on the ball collecting email addresses—customers-to-be.
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greens Mill specializes in cutout wooden shapes, commonly 
known as wooden door hangers. The family-owned 
business was started by Derek’s father, Dennis greene, 
over 25 years ago, who then passed it on to derek. derek 
recalls, “i’ll never forget when i was a little boy sweeping 
the floors of my dad’s business with a broom twice my size. 
i thought i had the most important job in the world.”
      greens Mill did not start out by cutting out door 
hangers. in fact, it started as a log furniture business, 
but when the economy took a dive and times got hard 
in 2008, derek, like so many other americans, was on 
the verge of declaring bankruptcy and had to make a 
critical decision. The family-run business had to adapt 
and change direction. A local business owner asked Derek for some small wood pieces in the shape of various objects, which Derek cut by 

hand. he saw an opportunity and started playing around with different 
shapes and then presented a painted wooden shape to another local 
business, who purchased and displayed the wooden hangers. Soon 
after, Derek had multiple businesses asking for prepainted wooden 
pieces, which he painted by hand. before he knew it, he was distributing 
to over 800 boutiques nationwide and now has his own paint line that 
helps with the process. about 90 percent of derek’s business requests 
are for prepainted door hangers. greens Mill has a store front/suite in 
Atlanta, georgia, at Americasmart. This is where the folks at Snap retail 
discovered him and told him about this amazing organization called ccSA.
      Derek wants to encourage store owners to consider and adapt 
something new that might 
revitalize their business, like he 
did. “Like many of you,” Derek 
explains, “greens Mill is a family 
business. Let’s take care of each 
other in this uncertain economy. 
greens Mill has unique, state-of-
the-art technology capable of  
serving any consumer needs. And 
when you buy greens Mill, you’re 
not only helping provide my sons’ 
baseball uniforms, you’re giving 
your own children a good future.”
      now, he is looking to expand 
the business by offering raw, high-quality mdF (medium-density fiberboard) 
to CCSa members at 15% off. derek hopes to keep the family business long 
enough to pass it on to his sons one day.
      These wooden door hangers are a great opportunity for studios to 
introduce a new product to customers and to support another hard-
working family-oriented business owner. e

meet our newest Vendor: 

greens mill wood work

sUPPLiER sEssiON

F
by Adina Johnston, A colorful universe, San Marcos, california

First impressions are the most important. That is why it is my pleasure to introduce our newest ccSA vendor, Derek greene, owner of  
greens Mill Wood Work. When i heard his story, i knew i had to share it. 

Left to right: Dennis greene, Jeff  greene, April and Derek greene and their sons Austin and 
alex, and the staff  of  greens mill. derek’s mom (not pictured) is the company secretary. 

www.pyopaccounting.com
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because it’s an experience, it’s all about adding value. We do this 
by walking the customer through the benefits, not the features, of  a 
product. When helping a customer and upselling a product, you must 
present in a way as if  you are doing them a favor. This is where the 
distinction comes in between selling features versus benefits.
        We’ll focus on birthday parties because this is something we can 
all relate to and they bring in good money in a short period of  time. 
(Keep in mind this concept can be applied to any product.) When you 

rent out your party room, the feature is the room itself. The benefits 
are that it’s a private space they can customize; they are allowed to 
bring in outside food and play their own music. Don’t give the room 
away! People will pay to have their own space. For our most basic 
package we charge for the room alone and tell customers that this is 
for parents who are more hands on. We do not provide a host with this 
option; we explain, “of  course, we’ll have someone here to get you 
started and to help you along the way if  you have questions, but the 
staff  will also be helping other customers.”
        create a package they cannot resist by adding more benefits, of-
fering packages that allow for upgrades that increase sales at minimal 
cost to you but add value for the customer. This is where we introduce 
our next package, which costs more and includes a host (feature); the 
benefit is that the host takes care of  everything start to finish, allowing 
the parent to enjoy the party and guests stress-free. in addition, for an 
additional amount this package includes a birthday plate (feature) that 
you can customize before your party, giving you a separate one-on-one 
experience with your child and creating a memory. Furthermore, we 
encourage the parents to add thumb prints the day of  the party to time 
stamp the event as a keepsake (benefit). our final upgraded package 
(feature) includes room, party host, birthday plate, invitations, and 
balloons. When they get their finished pottery back, each guest also 
receives a thank you card with a $5 discount for a future visit.
        When presenting a birthday party, maximize your sales by suggesting 
to your customer ahead of time that parents of party guests will be eligible 
for a discount. This encourages the customer to sell for you. on the day of  
the event, have an employee greet the guests and invite parents to stay 
and paint at a discount. This makes your customer feel important because 
they are the only ones getting this special price. And honor the party price 
for a party guest’s siblings even if  they show up unexpectedly.
        As you can see, the customer learns about the benefits from the 
way you present the product. The product doesn’t change—it’s all 
about presentation. once you have established the difference between 
features and benefits in your store, train your employees to understand 
and utilize this concept. This mindset will not only increase revenue in 
your store, but will also add value to your overall customer experience. 
Your customers will walk away feeling like they got a great deal. This 
will translate into conversations with their friends and family, producing 
future customers. e

how “Benefits” versus “Features” 
Can increase Your Sales

sTUdiO sPECiAL

by Adina Johnston, A colorful universe, San Marcos, california

WWhen you’re thinking about ways to increase sales in your store, take a moment to consider how you are selling. When trying to introduce 
a new product or an upgrade, it’s important to know the difference between selling the features of  a product and selling its benefits. 
Features do not add value; benefits do. our industry is based on an experience, not a product. For example, Starbucks employees may 
or may not be overly friendly, but regardless of  their mild attitude, you continue to buy your Starbucks and pay those Starbucks prices. 
Does your coffee taste better because they were nicer? not really: it’s a product, it’s consistent, and you know what to expect—it’s not 
dictated by your experience. our stores, on the other hand, are judged on the customer’s experience, not our products.
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Oone of  my favorite ccSA benefits is office suppliers. our savings on printing blows my mind every time. i like it when the cashier puts in 
my card number and my total goes to half  or even a quarter of  what it was to start with. i’m excited as the system begins to calculate 
and then when i see the new total, a smile comes across my face. Last time i was at officemax it took off  80 percent! Boo-ya! i wanted 
to chest bump the cashier. he settled on a high five while i did my victory dance.

At officeMax, office Depot, grand & Toy, and Staples, you can get a hugE 
discount on your printing needs. You also save on office supplies but 
there is no set amount and it varies from retailer to retailer. And here is 
the best part, business owner friend of  mine—you don’t have to use 
it only on items for your studio. back-to-school items, church projects, 
volunteer jobs—whatever your needs, you can use your savings. Don’t 
miss a chance to save.
       There are two cards listed for officeMax in our benefit guide. one is 
office Perks, which is their loyalty program, and the other is retail con-
nect. You can use both, but not at the same time. i always try the retail 
connect and if  it doesn’t save me any money i have the cashier input the 

by Laura hollis, Director of  Marketing, ccSA

office Perks. That way we’re earning something even if  we’re not saving. 
i carry both in my wallet, but just in case, i’ve also taken a picture on my 
phone that i keep in case i just grab my credit card and go. The cashier 
will be happy to use a photo if  you don’t have the card ready.
       Since the merger you can use your officeMax card at office Depot 
(this includes grand & toy as well). Just log onto our website and open 
the benefit guide. You’ll see the retail connect card ready for you to 
print. bonus: if  you take it to the printing area at the store, they will 
laminate it for free. Who doesn’t love free? For Staples, simply go to the 
link in our benefit guide and complete the form.
 Yes, it’s just that easy. e

mind-Blowing Savings
BENEFiT UPdATE

items added to www.ccsaonline.com

February[news] ccSA renews partnership with retail Minded

[news/newletter] Press release: ccSA announces  

 partnership with Motion Picture 

 Licensing company 
[Studio operations/Forms and Templates] 

 Manager job descriptionMarch[ccSA Talks] new tab under [Studio operations]

[convention/Events/Webinars] recording 

 and handouts from webinar recruiting 

 & hiring the right Employee

[Marketing] ccSA Press release guide

[Studio operations/Forms and Templates] 

 general Job Description

[retail Minded] March/April magazine

[retail Minded] Perception: A reality check 

 from Your customer’s Perspective

[Studio operations] general job description

[Studio operations] Forms and Templates

 how to hire Employees

 how to customize and use the Word Doc

 Absence report
 Affirmative Action Form

 At Will corrective Action

 Drug Policy Form and Drug release

 FW4 i9 employer instructions and i9 form

 interview questions to consider

 interview Worksheet
 Job Analysis Form

 Job Application
 Job candidate Evaluation

 Job Description Form
 Job research Form

 Job Task List Job related Expenses Form

 Legal requirements overview

 orientation checklist
 Personnel change

 reference check Mailed
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We are in an industry that relies on constantly coming up with fresh 
ideas and playing to current trends to keep our customers coming back 
for more. We always want to know what the next big 
thing is going to be so we can slap it on mugs and 
replicate similar figurines to keep giving our custom-
ers something new to pique their interest. not only is 
this exhausting, but you also have to navigate a legal 
labyrinth to figure out what you are allowed to offer 
when it comes to trends. Whether you realize it or 
not, if  you’ve ever tried to host an event based on a 
recent movie, Tv show, or book, then there’s a good 
chance you have violated copyright law.
 As the popularity of  themed kid’s events grows, the most common 
risk for our studios seems to be hosting movie-based events. The copy-

right Act is quite complicated but the most relevant part for studios is 
found in section 106, which outlines the exclusive rights of  copyright 

owners. any violation of  these rights (with some 
complex exceptions) is copyright infringement. this 
prohibits us from making derivative works or creat-
ing any new work—such as paintings or pottery de-
signs—using copyrighted material.
  With all of  this in mind, how can we cater 
to customers who want us to do something that 
could potentially violate copyright, without exposing 
ourselves to legal liability? This subject can be over-

whelming and there are volumes of  content specific to copyright law, 
but i’ll stick to a few simple tips relating to how studio owners can avoid 
copyright infringement with movie themes.

PARTIES AND EvENTS
Themed birthday parties and the ever growing popularity of  Pinterest 
have heightened the standard of  what is expected for a party. children’s 
parties have become more coordinated and elaborate than what most 
of  us ever had the luxury of  attending as children. i’ve lost count of  how 
many requests we’ve had for Frozen-themed parties over the last two 
years, and each one seems more over the top than the previous one. i’m 
not the only one who’s been flooded by demands for this recent craze, 
and it’s a tough place to be in. Legally, we cannot provide a copyrighted 
party theme, but that doesn’t mean you have nothing to offer them. We 
are in a creative industry and it’s time to think outside the box! keep 
both the parents and the birthday celebrant happy by tapping into 
current popular themes without using specific titles or characters.

ROYAl wINTER PARTY
 c blow up silver, white, and blue balloons.
 c Sprinkle white glitter around the tables for “snow.”
 c hang paper snowflakes or paper lanterns.
 c Paint princess figurines, snowmen, and snowflake-shaped bisque.
 c if  you serve food, coordinate the cake colors with your theme, 
  or ask your caterer for fun ideas.
 by filling your party room with color, coordinating bisque, and 

popular movies in Your Studio: 
A Simplistic guide to Avoiding 
Copyright infringement

sTUdiO sPECiAL

by Emily Sacharow, go van gogh, Palm beach gardens, Florida

DDisclaimer: i am not a lawyer. i am small business owner who wants to help my fellow small business owners be successful and not find 
themselves trapped in a lawsuit. i am here to help you sort out black and white because there is a lot of confusion about copyright among 
ccSA members, but the gray areas should always be double-checked with your attorney.

KEEP BOTH THE PARENTs 
ANd THE BiRTHdAy 

CELEBRANT HAPPy By 
TAPPiNG iNTO CURRENT 
POPULAR THEMEs WiTH-

OUT UsiNG sPECiFiC 
TiTLEs OR CHARACTERs.

katie Yallaly of  Doing Dishes in Jacksonville, Florida, utilized chesapeake’s li-
censed Marvel character pottery for a unique window display. Licensed brand-
name bisque is a great way to use popular characters in your studio, in both 
displays and events.
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small decorative touches, 
you can pull off  almost 
any theme without having 
to illegally use copyrighted 
characters, titles, or de-
signs. i also remind parents 
that i am unable to offer any 
character- or movie-specific 
decorations or merchan-
dise, but they are welcome 
to bring in additional items 
to put around the tables or 
put inside goody bags.

ThEMED cAMP OR KIDS NIGhTS
i love themes for camp! Sometimes you can pull together a vague but 
successful theme like groovy camp or Mosaic Madness, but for studios 
looking for something relating to pop culture in some way, finding a 
recognizable motif that doesn’t get you into trouble can be tricky. First, 
find out what stories already exist within the public domain. Many famous 
animated movies are based on stories in the public domain, including Peter 
Pan, The Wonderful Wizard of oz, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, The 
Jungle book, and fairy tales by hans christian Anderson and the brothers 
grimm. Any derivative works owned by other companies, even if they are 
based on a public domain story, cannot be used. That means you can host 
an Alice in Wonderland program, but you can’t utilize any of the characters or 
artwork specifically created by Disney or other related companies. For newer 
movies and stories not in the public domain, find a related theme to maintain 
on-trend marketing. For example, during the popularity of the movie cars we 
hosted a route 66–themed camp. regions or other countries where popular 
movies are set is a great way to incorporate educational elements of art and 
culture of that area into your program while also grabbing kids’ interest.

MPlc lIcENSE
one of  the most exciting new member benefits that the ccSA has recent-
ly added is our discounted Motion Picture License. After purchasing this 
license, you can legally show certain movies in your studio in for themed 
events! This will open a lot of  doors for studios to legally use movies as 
part of  marketing, but the license does carry some restrictions.
 c Studio owners can advertise the movie title within their establish-
ment or their own marketing platforms such as e-newsletters to customers.
 c Studio owners cannot advertise the movie title when advertis-
ing with any outside companies either online or in print. if  you advertise 
in any outside sources, you may only advertise a “Movie night,” but you 
cannot include any other details about what movie will be shown.
 c The movie title can be utilized in store, but the MPLc license does 
not give you rights to advertise any artwork or characters from the movie 
unless you have obtained additional licensing rights to those characters.
 c You can charge your customers a fee for any art activities tak-
ing place while a movie is playing, but you cannot charge an admission 
fee solely to view the movie.
 c The license is specific to a single location. Mobile studios who 
do off-site events cannot play movies off  site.
 c While you can advertise that you will be playing a specific title 
during a camp program, the MPLc license does not give you the ability 
to advertise the entire camp as a movie theme.
 These are just a few tips to offer fun themed parties, camps, and 
events in your studio. There are many other ways that themed programs 
and events can infringe on books, music, and many other categories. As 
always, if  you are unsure of  whether it is safe to move forward with an 
idea, double-check with an attorney. e

by Eileen korte, Licensing Manager 
for the united States office of  the 
Motion Picture Licensing corporation

Whether for a class, a party, or just plain fun, 
customers look to ceramics studios for a 
unique, immersive experience. Many studios 
use the “magic of the movies” to add some 
extra ambience. Showing Frozen during kids’ 
night instantly turns a weekly program into a 
special event. girls’ night out is enhanced when 
a romantic comedy plays in the background. 
creating a special night at your studio around 
a holiday or seasonal film is a great way to build 
upon increased patronage in the fall. Teens 

enhancing Studio 
programs with movies

At our studio, go van gogh, we’ve staged 
“Winter Princess Parties” inspired by that very 
popular movie.

enjoy a scary movie around halloween, while guests of all ages appreciate 
animated holiday classics. if  your studio currently shows movies or would like 
to start, be sure you understand copyright law before you press “play.”
 according to the u.S. Copyright act, title 17 of  the united States Code, 
copyrighted motion pictures and other audiovisual programs available for 
rental or purchase in any legal format, such as DvDs or other digital for-
mats, are intended for personal, private use only. regardless of  whether an 
admission fee is charged, this legal requirement applies equally to for-profit 
and non-profit organizations. Simply put, showing movies in a ceramics stu-
dio requires a public performance license. it doesn’t matter if  the movie is 
limited to registered class participants; the license requirement remains.
 ignorance of copyright law does not protect businesses from fines. Pen-
alties for noncompliance start at $750 for each inadvertent infringement and 
go as high as $150,000 for each egregious violation. even for the casual 
infringer these costs are significant; luckily they are also entirely avoidable.
 the CCSa and the motion picture Licensing Corporation (mpLC) are 
working together to educate ccSA members about the importance of  copy-
right compliance when showing movies and other programs. The MPLc is 
an independent copyright licensing agency authorized by motion picture 
studios and producers to grant the MPLc umbrella License® for the public 
performance of  copyrighted audiovisual works. This is an annual site license 
that allows studios to show an unlimited number of  movies and other pro-
grams for one low annual fee. The ccSA has negotiated a reduced member 
rate of  only $175 per studio, per year. this represents a significant cost 
savings of  over 50% off  non-member rates.
 The umbrella License provides studios with comprehensive copyright 
coverage for over 650 motion picture studios and producers, ranging from 
major hollywood names like Disney and Fox to children’s, family-friendly, and 
independent producers. once licensed, content can be obtained from any 
legitimate source: DvD or iTunes download, library loan, redbox rental, or 
streamed via services like hulu, Amazon, or netflix.
 if  your studio has not considered the benefits of  motion picture show-
ings, now is the time! Movies are an excellent way to draw new clients into 
your studio by pairing familiar films with the unique experience of  playing 
with clay or painting pottery. With little overhead cost and a special discount 
for ccSA members, a plethora of  programming ideas are just a click away. 
The umbrella License gives your studio access to movies with the assurance 
of  comprehensive copyright compliance.
 To learn more about the MPLc and the umbrella License, please visit 
the website at www.mplc.org. MPLc Licensing representatives are also avail-
able to answer questions by phone at (800) 462-8855. and please feel free 
to contact the ccSA with any questions about the umbrella License and the 
ccSA member discount. e
 Eileen korte is the Licensing Manager for the MPLc. She works with facili-
ties ranging from federal agencies and multi-national corporations to libraries and 
healthcare facilities to ensure comprehensive copyright compliance. The MPLc is a 
world leader in motion picture copyright compliance, supporting legal access across 
five continents and more than 20 countries. it provides the mpLC umbrella License® 
to more than 250,000 facilities in the united States and over 450,000 worldwide.
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THREE - MONTH MARKETiNG 

CALENdAR
JUNE:  Summer Fun Month
  national donut day: 6/5
  Best Friends day: 6/8
  Father’s day: 6/21
  First day of  Summer: 6/21
  Sunglasses day: 6/27

Things to Order: in preparation for next month’s special
  days & events: ice cream bowls, mugs, platters; 
  red, blue, and White color

Things to Do:
1. .............................. continue saving for ccSA convention
2. .............................. register for ccSA convention, make travel plans
3. .............................. hold monthly staff  meeting and training
4. ................................Secure backup/extra staff  for heavier customer traffic
5. .............................. Send out monthly email campaign/blast/newsletter
6. .............................. Start thinking about convention Auction piece
7. .............................. continue promoting summer camps and field trips
8. .............................. Take advantage of  heavier customer volume to 
 market all your studio offerings

JULy:  creative get-Together Month
  national ice cream Month
  Canada day: 7/1
  independence day: 7/4
  Bikini day: 7/5
  Cow appreciation day: 7/11
  ice Cream day: 7/19
  parents day: 7/26

Things to Order: in preparation for next month’s special days & 
   events: Last of  summer camp bisque

Things to Do:
1. .............................. Set quarterly goals and perform quarterly
 tasks, which include:
  •  review of  upcoming quarter to prepare
   & plan calendar of  classes & offerings
  • review employees & schedule staff
   meeting(s); hold monthly meeting
  • review merchant, payroll, insurance,
   and other financial services
  • perform kiln/backroom and general
   studio maintenance
  • review & update social media contacts
  • plan on attending a regional or local continuing 
   education event/workshop/mini convention
2. .............................. continue saving for ccSA convention and finalize  
.................................. travel & hotel plans
3. .............................. print out 2015–2016 school calendar; make note 
 of  all school holidays
4. .............................. create a Field Trip and Fundraising flier and mail out 
 to parent organizations and teachers
5. .............................. Plan & start promoting an Afterschool Art program

AUGUsT:  Friendship day: 8/2
  tell a Joke day: 8/16

Things to Order: in preparation for next month’s special days & 
   events: Pirate, peace sign, autumn, and halloween-
   themed bisque; orange, green, and brown color

Things to Do:
1. .............................. Secure staffing to cover the studio while you attend
 the CCSa Convention (8/21–8/25)
2. .............................. hold monthly staff  meeting and training
3. .............................. Send out monthly email campaign/blast/newsletter
4. .............................. Paint fall and halloween samples
5. .............................. Promote afterschool & fundraising programs
6. .............................. Set up autumn display just before leaving for 
 ccSA convention

Social media research company the Social Habit reports that 32% of  
customers reporting an issue over social media expect a response 
within thirty minutes, and 42% expect a response within an hour. that 
seems like a pretty tall order for our busy studios when so many owners 
and managers are unable even to stop for a bathroom break at times.
 So what do we do? The customer awaits and the clock is ticking. 
here are a few tips for maximizing your reach in customer service in 
order to reach the best possible outcome.
 c Don’t feel as if  you need to do this all by yourself. in his book 
The one Thing, author gary keller says, “What’s the onE thing you can 
do such that by doing it everything else will be easier or unnecessary?” 
in the case of  responding to social media, that “one thing” might be 
adding admins to your accounts. now, let’s be clear. You don’t want to 
actually turn your accounts over to another person. You must always 
maintain complete control by not allowing password changes or e-mail 
changes. but if  you change certain permissions, your admins will be able 
to respond in your stead.
 c As you would in the case of  dealing with a one-on-one 
complaint or a phone call, you must always acknowledge the customer’s 
feelings. That’s really at the heart of  any issue. The old saying goes, 
“The customer is always right,” but i say, “The customer isn’t always 
right. They just have to think they are.” Acknowledging feelings is one 
way for them to feel as if  they’re right. in a social media context, a quick 
“We are so sorry for your experience and want to do anything possible 
to redeem it,” will go a long way toward defusing a situation.
 c if  you have a calendar event happening within forty-eight hours, 
it is prudent to be more mindful of  inquiries coming through electronically. 
be sure your admins and you are making an extra effort to check ques-
tions about start times, availability, and other details related to your event.
 c in Forbes magazine, Jayson DeMers writes, “Social media also 
allows you to think carefully about your response and present it in a more 
casual, conversational tone. This way, you can retain your brand voice while 
writing and communicating like a human, thus humanizing your brand.”
 c Provide exceptional care. be vigilant about what gets posted to 
your various accounts and be willing to turn it on its ear.
 While customers do expect a quick response to social media in-
quiries, you still have the luxury of  being able to formulate a personal 
response without having to stumble over your words as you might in 
person or over the telephone. Find a few buzz phrases that you can ap-
ply to various situations that will help you respond quickly and effectively. 
For instance, the apology mentioned above might be one you could use. 
Also, “What can we do to make this better for you?”
      People like to complain online but they will also post about good experi-
ences. i read a story about a man who was riding his bicycle to work and 
fell when the tires got slippery in the rain. he tweeted his experience not 
by way of complaining but just telling about his day. The bicycle company 
reached out to him and sent him a gift card for a new pair of jeans. The 
man quickly posted about his great surprise and the wonderful customer 
service. now the bicycle brand has a customer for life and its potential 
customers are impressed enough to check out their product.
      What do you do that’s unique and creative when it comes to social 
media? e

i want help and 
i want it now!
by Amarilys barnett, Painted by u, birmingham, Alabama
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MATERIAlS
 8” tile  Washable marker
 round brush  Liner brush
 Writer bottles  Synthetic sponge

GlAzE cOlORS (Sample painted with gare Fun Strokes)
 medium purple (Handprint/Letters)
 medium Brown (tree)
 Soft purple (owl body)
 White (eyes)
 Bright orange (Beak)
 deep yellow (Feet/ears)
 dark Brown (outlines/rim)
 Black (outlines)
 Bright red (Heart)

Place a Medium Purple handprint slightly above center.

Sketch the tree and the owl body using a washable 
marker.

using a round brush, paint the tree trunk and branch 
with 3 coats of  medium Brown. allow to dry.

owl 
Always 
love 
You
by Amarilys barnett, 
Painted by u, birmingham, Alabama

Oowls continue to be popular among 
new moms as a theme for clothing 
fabric, nurseries, and pottery. here is 
a simple design that can be custom 
painted by you or your staff  to add to 
the bottom line.

using a writer bottle of  Soft Purple, fill in the owl body 
around the handprint.

using a writer bottle of  White, draw two ovals on top of  
the handprint for eyes.

using a writer bottle of  bright orange, draw a triangle 
below the eyes for a beak.

using a writer bottle of  Deep Yellow, fill in the feet. Allow 
to dry.

To outline the tree, use a liner brush and slightly diluted 
Dark brown. Add swirls and wavy lines for texture.

using a liner brush and slightly diluted black, outline 
the owl, beak, and feet. Add wavy lines to the belly.

use a writer bottle of  Medium Purple to personalize the 
item. incorporate a bright red heart.

Load the sponge with Dark brown and press it all the 
way around the edge to finish the item.

glaze and fire to cone 06. e
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by Wendy Pettys, The Pottery Patch, valrico, Florida

MATERIAlS
 bisque shape  
 Fan brush 
 Small round brush 
 Sponge  
 Pattern
 transfer supplies (tissue paper and marker or clay carbon paper)

GlAzE cOlORS
 White  
 taupe (sample shows gare’s Coffee n’ Cream)
 Mint green  
 Light Beige (sand color)
 Writer bottles filled with Teal, Dark Teal, red, Darkest brown

INSTRucTIONS

using the fan brush, base coat the bisque with 1 coat of  
white.

mix 2 parts water to one part taupe. using a very damp 
sponge, sponge on one coat of  the mix to give a “muddled” 
or watercolor effect. Let dry.

trace the pattern onto the bisque. (note: the writing 
shown is my own handwriting. You can use your own writing, 
the font in the pattern, or any other fun font.)

For the lenses of  the glasses, paint 2 coats of  mint green 
and beige. With a wet round brush, lightly blend the line 
where the two colors meet.
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STEP
1

i make 
my 
own 
Sunshine

using the writer bottles, fill in the frame of  the glasses with 
Light Teal and the flowers with dark teal. once this area is 
dry, add a design to the glasses with red in a small pattern 
and/or stripes and polka dots. 

using the brown writer bottle, outline the glasses and write 
the saying. With slightly irregular small to medium lines, 
outline the rim of  the bisque. Let dry.

glaze and fire to cone 06. e
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mixed 
media 
mermaid

MATERIAlS
 10”x20” or 12”x24” canvas  pattern
 #6 round brush   #2 round brush
 #12 flat brush   e-6000 glue
 10mm & 20mm round mirror mosaic tiles
 chalk or carbon transfer paper and pencil

AcRYlIc PAINT cOlORS
 bright Aqua  White  Magenta   
 Yellow ochre  cobalt blue bright red
 Warm red  orange  cadmium green

Trace the pattern onto the canvas using desired method. 
using a #6 round brush, paint the tail portion Bright aqua.

combine white, magenta, and yellow ochre to make 
a light flesh tone. using a #2 round brush, paint the 
body, arms, and face. combine cobalt blue and White 

to create a medium blue. using #12 flat brush, paint the watery 
background around the mermaid. Don’t forget to paint the sides 
of  the canvas. Allow to dry.

For the hair, blend bright red and Warm red, adding a bit 
of orange if  you like. use a #2 round to paint long flow-
ing hair. using #2 and #6 rounds, create swirly wave 

designs over the water area using cobalt, cadmium green, and 
white. Paint the eyes and lips using a small round brush. Allow to dry.

glue the 2 sizes of  round mirror mosaic tiles to the tail 
area using e-6000. e

by Tina neeb, hot Pots Pottery, 
Alliance, ohio

Although the standard 
16”x20” canvas will work for 
this design, it’s even more 
effective on a more elongated 
rectangular size. The round 
mirror mosaic tiles are avail-
able from two ccSA suppliers: 
Bisque imports (items Bim322 
& Bim323) or total mosaic 
(items 55720 & 55721).
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by Jessica Peer-Drake, creative License, hartford, Wisconsin

project time: 90 minutes

SuPPlIES
 2 lbs low-fire clay Sponge
 Water  Straw
 Scoring tool

tear off  a piece of  clay (about half  a pound); cover and 
set to the side. This will be used later for the head and 
the nest.

roll the remaining clay into a smooth ball. Press your thumb 
into the center of the clay and make a pinch pot. While 
forming the pot, pull clay from one side into a nub that will 
later be the attachment point for the head. From the other 

side, pull the tail, making it as long and as detailed as you like.

Smooth out the inside and outside of  your bird as much 
as desired.

Lightly bounce the bird on a flat surface to flatten out the 
bottom.  if  you’ll later be adding dirt to your planter, use a 
straw to poke holes in the bottom for water drainage.

roll a piece of  the reserved clay into a ball. Make a 
pinch pot, pulling a beak. Slip and score to attach this 
head to the nub area. Smooth out as much as desired.

use the remainder of  the reserved clay to make the 
twigs for the nest by forming little worms of  clay about 
3–5 inches in length. Slip and score and attach these to 
the base of  the bird pot. continue making twigs, slipping 

and scoring as you attach them. overlap some and tuck in some the 
edges until the nest is 
complete.

Embellish 
as desired. 
use ad-

ditional clay to make 
eyes, feathers, or other 
additions. if  desired, 
do some carving to 
enhance the texture of  
your bird.

Let dry 10 
days to 
2 weeks. 

Fire to cone 04. paint 
as desired and fire 
following manufacturer’s 
guidelines. e

Clay Bird Spring 
planter or Bowl
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MATERIAlS
 White opaque glass
 clear glass
 black Designer Liner
 Silkscreen Medium
 Stylized designer Silkscreen (dSS-116)
 Dark green transparent frit: Medium
 grape transparent frit: Medium
 Moss green transparent frit: Fine
 Firing paper
 glass tools, glass cleaner, palette, palette knife, plastic spoon, 
  nonaerosol hairspray in a squeeze bottle

INSTRucTIONS

Cut two pieces of  glass into 6” x 6” squares, one in 
opaque white and one in clear. clean glass with desired 
cleaner. Allow to dry.

Place clear glass blank on a clean surface. All designs will 
be built on this piece.

Place some black Designer Liner on a palette or tile and 
sprinkle with a bit of  Silkscreen Medium. using a palette knife, 
mix to the consistency of sour cream. if  the mix is too thin, 
add more medium; if  too thick, add more Designer Liner.

Position the tree screen, shiny side down, on the clear 
glass. gently spread the mixture over the screen using a 
squeegee or your finger. Allow to dry.

Turn the clear glass over and place it on top of  the white 
blank. The screened image will now be sandwiched be-
tween the glass blanks.

on top of the clear glass, sprinkle Moss green frit loosely over 
portions of the tree leaves and at the roots as desired. You 
can use a plastic spoon to sprinkle the frit and move it around.

Sprinkle Dark green frit loosely over the tree leaves and 
sparingly on the ground.

Sprinkle grape frit sparingly over the leaf  area to suggest 
a few blooms. Feel free to add more as desired.

Squeeze hairspray over the frit to hold it in place for 
transport to the kiln. Allow to dry.

Fire to a full fuse using Spectrum’s 6-segment firing 
program. Please remember that firing schedules provided 
are meant as a starting point. Your project, your kiln, and 
your desired results are all variables. be sure to fuse and 

anneal for the thickest part of  the glass. e

Check out the 
digital edition of 
this issue to see 
more techniques, 
including this 
Coral Bowl 
glass technique!

tree in 
Spring

by crista Toler, Mayco colors
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by The Pottery Patch valrico, Florida

MATERIAlS
 Bisque: medium Sassy plate (Bi 2341)
 Fan brush
 Liner brush or writer bottles
 Pattern
 transfer method of  choice (tissue paper/pencil/marker 
      or clay carbon paper)

GlAzE cOlORS
 White
 red
 bright blue
 Light Yellow
 black
 bright green

DIREcTIONS

using a dampened fan brush, apply 3 coats of  White over 
the front of  the plate.

While the plate is drying, practice using the liner brush. Pull 
the dampened brush through the glaze and lightly touch 
the surface of  the piece. The harder the brush is pressed 
down, the wider the line.

once the glaze is dry, transfer the pattern to the plate.

using the liner brush or a writer bottle, paint “LovE” with 
red and “the journey!” with black.

using the liner brush or a writer bottle, paint the bicycle 
red, and the details blue and black, following the sample.

Paint the flowers and leaves Yellow, blue, green, and White.

if desired, paint the back of the plate blue ice. Sign your work.

Flip plate again and using colors of  the plate add tiny dots 
along the rim. glaze and fire to cone 06. e

love 
the 
Journey
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by Pauline rancourt, Mayco colors

MATERIAlS
 White opaque glass
 clear glass
 Silkscreen medium
 Dog silkscreen
 Palette
 Palette knife
 glass cutter
 running pliers
 glass cleaner
 Firing paper

DESIGNER lINER cOlORS: 
 black, red, brown, Yellow

cut one piece of  opaque white glass and one piece of  
clear glass into 6” x 12” rectangles. Clean glass with glass 
cleaner. Allow to dry.

Place white glass on a clean surface. All designs will be 
placed on this piece. be sure to leave space for your 
wording. You may wish to write your words in marker before 
silkscreening to allow adequate space.

Place some black Designer Liner on a palette or tile and 
sprinkle with silkscreen medium. using a palette knife, mix 
to the consistency of sour cream. if  the mix is too thin, add 
silkscreen medium; if  too thick, add more black Designer Liner.

Place dog silkscreen in desired location on the white glass. 
using your finger, apply the silkscreen mixture over the 
design, pressing it through the open areas of  the screen. 
Lift off  the screen when done. We screened the german 

Shepherd and Pug in black.

repeat step 3 with Brown designer Liner and screen the 
dog in the top left corner.

Place some brown Designer Liner on your palette and add 
a touch of  black Designer Liner. Mix together and blend 
with silkscreen medium as before. Screen the small dog in 
the top right corner.

repeat step 6 using Brown designer Liner and a touch of  
red. Screen the large dog in the bottom left corner.

repeat step 6 using Brown designer Liner and a touch of  
yellow. Screen the dachshund beside the pug (second from 
left along the bottom).

repeat step 6 using yellow designer Liner and a touch 
of  Brown. Screen the last two dogs onto the glass (the 
second from right on the top and the bottom right corner).

use black Designer Liner directly from the bottle to write 
the words onto the glass. Allow to dry.

Place clear glass over the design and fire to a full fuse. 
Please remember that firing schedules provided 
are meant as a starting point. Your project, your 
kiln, and your desired results are all variables in 

creating your project. Remember to fuse and anneal for the 
thickest part of the glass. e

Dog 
Days 
glass 

project
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MATERIAlS
 3/8” x 12” glass strips, about 17 strips for 11” bowl or about 
       12 for 8” bowl
 Thinfire paper  Stainless steel rimless bowl
 Pen or pencil  Sharpie marker
 nippers   Strip cutter
 glue   cardboard sheet
 mr-97 mold release

Cut a piece of  thinfire paper into a square about 1” larger 
than the diameter of  the bowl. The bowl will be built on the 
thin fire paper.

place the bowl upside down (rim side down) on the thinfire 
and trace around the perimeter onto the Thinfire paper 
using a pen or pencil. 

remove the bowl. Lay the main vertical strip of  glass on the 
fire paper so that one edge of  the glass meets up with the 
tracing of  the bowl rim. Mark the other end with a Sharpie 
where the top of  the strip overlaps the opposite rim line.

nip the glass where you made the Sharpie mark. Apply a couple 
of dots of glue on the glass and place it on the fire paper.

repeat this procedure: lay the glass down, mark, nip, and 
glue horizontal strips following the pattern shown.

Fill in the bowl shape with more strips of  glass. keep glass 
pieces within the penciled border. When placing the strips, 
remember to have one piece fully overlap or extend past 
the glass it will connect to.

Make sure you have a connection of  glass between 
branches at least a third of  the way from the perimeter. 
This will give the sides more structural strength.

Fill the outer perimeter with small pieces of  glass to create 
more branches. 

because the pieces shift easily, let glue dry before moving 
the bowl to a storage area or the kiln. Slide the project 
onto a piece of  cardboard to support it during transport.

The easiest way to get this into a kiln is to lift the project 
next to the kiln shelf  and slide it across the cardboard and 
onto the shelf. Fire to full fuse and slump.

TIPS
For a class, make three samples: an 11” bowl using a dark transparent 
color, an 8” bowl using a combo of mostly light and bit of  dark 
transparent, and an 11” bowl using only clear glass with a little bit of  
transparent frit placed on the outer branches from the perimeter to two-
thirds of the way in toward the center. Stay away from reds and oranges.
       Half of my class picked the 11” bowl and used light transparent color 
with only one or two strips of opal glass. The other half made an 8” bowl 
out of clear glass with frit. i made more profit than i anticipated because i 
projected that everyone would pick a 50/50 mix of transparent. 
 i purchased stainless steel rimless bowls (Blanda Bowls) from ikea 
($4.99 for 11” and $3.99 for 8”). prime with mr-97 because Hi-temp 
1800 Slide does not work well on these bowls. e

glass 
Coral 
Bowl

by veronica McFadden, cool catz 
Pottery Studio, Storm Lake, iowa

This design is not 
structurally sound. 
Some connections are 
not properly supported 
by enough overlap or 
don’t even touch 
enough other pieces.

clear glass bowl made with frit.

AAfter a couple of  trial runs making a glass coral bowl, i found the best bowls are created with a strong framework of  horizontal and 
vertical pieces. This also helps to keep glass waste to a minimum. After the framework is laid out, the rest of  the project is filling in the 
gaps and connecting pieces. 
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be sure to lay 
out a strong 
foundation 
so all strips 
are properly 
supported.



by Adena griffith, Mayco colors

MATERIAlS
 clay
 rolling Pin
 pattern: 1 copy printed on 11”x17” paper; 
      1 any size for color reference
 Scissors
 knife or other clay-cutting tool
 Sponge
 #4 pointed round brush
 #4 soft fan brush
 
GlAzE cOlORS
 SC-6 Sunkissed  SC-11 Blue yonder
 SC-15 tuxedo   SC-27 Sour apple
 SC-33 Fruit of  the Vine  SC-74 Hot tamale
 SC-75 orange-a-peel

INSTRucTIONS

For the base, roll a 1/4”-thick slab measuring 15x15”.

roll 1/8”-thick slabs for the pieces of  the portrait. allow all 
slabs to dry to soft-leather to leather-hard. This will allow 
you to attach the portrait pieces without fear of  sagging on 
the overhanging slab parts.

cut out the separate pieces of  the pattern from the larger 
copy. Trace all the pieces onto the slab. cut out the shapes.

Following the image, attach the parts to the base in a 
layered fashion. Make sure to slip and score.

Allow to dry slow and flat.

Fire to cone 04.

After piece is fired: Moisten a clean sponge and wipe 
bisque to remove any dust.

refer to the numbering on the pattern for coloring the 
different areas. use a #4 pointed round brush on the 
smaller pieces and a #4 soft fan brush for the larger 
sections.

use the #4 pointed 
round to outline 
the different 

     areas with 
     Tuxedo.

be sure 
there 
is no 

glaze on the 
bottom of  the 
piece. Place it 
flat on the 
kiln shelf  
and fire to 
cone 06. e

picasso-
inspired 
portrait
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here are a couple of  questions submitted by studio owners with answers 
you can apply to your studio. The best way to learn the basics on working 
properly with different clay bodies is to get some training. chesapeake 
Ceramics offers dirt 2 dollars classes to help our customers manage 
successful clay programs in their studios. www.
chesapeakeceramics.com/c-862-training-events.
aspx

Q: what are the differences between 
earthenware and stoneware clay bodies?
A: Earthenware, the clay body usually seen in 
contemporary ceramic studios, has a wide, low-
temperature firing range. The top temperature 
for earthenware clay bodies reaches approximately 2000°F, or more 
specifically Cone (∆) 01. However, the most popular commercially 
produced earthenware clay bodies are typically fired between ∆04 and 
06.
      earthenware clay bodies are porous (meaning they absorb moisture) 
and are much lighter in weight than stoneware clay bodies based on 
their loose particle configuration. To create a watertight seal, the entire 
surface of  an earthenware body must be covered with glaze. Any exposed 

bisque will absorb moisture and compromise the integrity of  the bisque. 
it is therefore not recommended to leave earthenware pieces soaking in 
water or to place them in the dishwasher. These clay bodies are also not 

recommended for use in the oven because they are 
not strong enough to withstand the major changes in 
temperature over a short amount of  time.
      Stoneware clay bodies are denser and have 
increased durability and glaze strength compared to 
earthenware. Stoneware bodies are also impervious 
to water and are therefore oven and dishwasher 
safe. high-fire stoneware clay bodies are the most 
durable of  the two clay bodies discussed here, and 
are recommended if  you intend to create bakeware.

Q: A customer asked if I would fire a piece for them, but they 
are not sure what kind of clay they used. can I fire it?
A: There is no way to tell which cone you should fire a piece at by looking 
at it. As long as you are sure the piece is not made from air-dry clay, 
plaster, or another nonfiring material, you can always fire it on cone 
06 and it will not melt in your kiln. But you absolutely muSt be sure 
it was clay that was meant to go in a kiln! The danger in firing outside 

clay comes when someone claimed 
to use stoneware and it was actually 
low fire. Your customer should be 
required to provide you with the 
product information (manufacturer 
and product name/number). play it 
safe and only fire clay on cone 06 
unless it comes from your studio and 
you know it is stoneware.
       Mixing two different clay bodies 
is like playing the lottery. Sometimes 
it works, but most of  the time it does 
not. if  you make a single piece from 
two different clay bodies that have 
not been tested, they are likely to 
burst apart upon firing. remember: 
just because two clays are the same 
color and fire to the same cone 
does not mean they are compatible 
to be mixed together, due to many 
factors. The only way to know if  you 
can mix two clays together is to mix 
a small batch and test it. be sure to 
use proper bisque and glaze firing 
techniques while testing. e

Avoid a meltdown
sTUdiO sPECiAL

by bre kathman, Education Specialist, chesapeake ceramics

HHave you ever seen what it looks like when you fire earthenware bisque to cone 6 instead of 06? Let’s just say it’s not pretty! i am sure 
you’ve heard the horror stories of kiln meltdowns. it can be extremely costly, but it can be avoided. Every studio owner should have a basic 
understanding of cone temperatures and clay bodies to avoid mistakes like these. 

MixiNG TWO diFFERENT 
CLAy BOdiEs is 

LiKE PLAyiNG 
THE LOTTERy. 

sOMETiMEs iT WORKs, 
BUT MOsT OF THE TiME 

iT dOEs NOT.
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